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Framing Defined 

• « a way of selecting, organizing, 

interpreting, and making sense of a 

complex reality to provide guideposts for 

knowing, analyzing, persuading, and 

acting. » (Rein and Schön, 1993, p. 146) 
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Approaches to Framing 

• Two main approaches  

– Framing as strategy 

– Framing as analysis 

 

• Example: gambling/gaming 

 



Framing Policy 

• Policy disagreements occur within a 

common frame (can be settled) 

• Policy controversies occur when frames 

offer competing world views 

(same body of evidence can be used to support 

either frame) 

     (Rein and Schön, 1993, p. 146) 
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Framing and Public Health 

Partnerships 
• NCCHPP project with not-for-profit (NFP) 

organizations 

 

• Comparison of frames used by one NFP 

and one health region 
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Quint Development Corporation 

• Community economic development 

organization in Saskatoon 

– Housing 

– Employment development 

– Social inclusion 

– Business and community enterprise 
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(Quint Development Corporation, 2007)  



Saskatoon Health Region 

• Emphasis on health inequalities 

– Series of reports on health disparities 

– Building health equity project 

– Health and neighbourhood income 
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Key Frames 

• Population 

• Determinants 

• Outcomes 

• Goals 

• Solutions 
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Nested Context 

• Internal 

• Proximate 

• Macro 

• Global 
(Rein and Schön, 1993) 
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Practical Exercise 

• Maximizing public health partnerships 

 

• 4 people min / table 

– Each take one handout 

– Present your position to colleagues 

– Tease out frames together 

• Decide which frames fit « best » with 

public health position 
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Evaluating Potential 

Partnerships 
• Policy disagreement or policy 

controversy? 

 

• Forseeing policy disagreements 
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